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ABOUT CCM

1. Vision and Mission

- The Center for Conflict Management (CCM) was created at the National University of Rwanda (NUR) in 1999 with the financial support from UNDP.

- Its mandated and mission inspired by: particular challenges within the post genocidal context.

- CCM: the response to the research needs that inspire policies; opportunity to generate indigenous knowledge about roots of conflicts and conflict resolution strategies and durable peace construction.

2. CCM’s Structure

- Direction: Director & Deputy-Director

- 3 Research Units:
  
  Unit 1: *Genocide Studies and Prevention*
  Unit 2: *Internal Processes of Socio-Political Development*
  Unit 3: *Peace, Security and Governance Studies in the Great Lakes Region*

- Out-reach program: Community Dialogue for Peace (CDP), supported by SIDA, started in 3 districts (Huye, Gisagara, Nyamagabe)

- Administration Unit

- Secretariat of Research / Publication Unit

3. Current Developments: Masters Programs in pipeline

- MA in «Peace and Development Studies» in collaboration with PADRIGU (Sweden), fully funded by SIDA-SAREC to start in 2009.

- Development of a MA on «Genocide Studies and Prevention» in pipeline
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INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON IC/GLR

The Center for Conflict Management of the National University of Rwanda in collaboration with PADRIGU is organising an INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON THE GREAT LAKES REGION: PROGRESS, CHALLENGES and OPPORTUNITIES. Kigali, 18-19 March 2008